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@mtrc
Michael Cook

Man who is talking to you 
right now. He tweets about 

games a lot. 

Author: @mtrc



@GoldsmithsCCG
Goldsmiths CCG

The official Twitter account 
of the Computational 
Creativity Group at 

Goldsmiths, University of 
London.

Author: Simon Colton



Thanks To…

@thricedotted @tullyhansen

@dariuskazemi@aparrish @eegnsma

@M_PF



What This Talk Is

1. Lots of Bots, Taxonomised (ish)

2. Ethics, Rules, Guidelines

3. What Twitter Bots Could Be



The Generation Game

Most of the bots in this talk are 
‘first generation’  Twitterbots.

We’ll be looking at why (I think) 
different people like different 
kinds of bot as we go along.

Different Twitterbots perform 
different functions in society.



Taxonobot
• Feeds!
• Watchers!
• Interactives!
• Imagebots!
• Feats!
• Mashups!
• Bot-on-Bot!
• Statements!
• Meat



Feeds



@whereismtc06
Where Is mtc06?

Tweets whenever Mike Cook 
logs into a machine in the 

Imperial College Computing 
labs, so people can find him. 

!
It worked one time.

Author: @mtrc



@big_ben_clock
Big Ben

Tweets once per hour, on 
the hour, with one BONG 
for each bell ring at Big 

Ben.

Author: Jonathan Marchant



@everyword
everyword

Tweeted one word per hour, 
selected from the dictionary 
in alphabetical(ish) order.

Author: @aparrish





Why follow 
@everyword?



Bot Aesthetics - The Sublime





@everycolorbot
Every Color

Tweets a random hex color 
every hour, with an 

attached image filled with 
that color.

Author: @vogon



@sandwiches_bot
Random Sandwich

Tweets random sandwich 
ideas once a day, including 

a name and serving 
suggestions.

Author: @vectorpoem



@ThreeCourseMeal
Three Course Meal

Tweets three course meals 
(what else) once every 12 

hours.

Author: @LightAesthetic



@artassignbot
Art Assignment Bot

Generates art assignments 
with a subject, medium and 

due date. Encourages 
users to reply with their 

entries (where feasible…)

Author: @jeffthompson_



@earthquakesSF
SF Quakebot

Tweets magnitude, location 
and maps related to 

earthquakes as and when 
they happen, in the San 

Francisco area.

Author: @billsnitzer



Watchers



@yourevalued
❤

Searches for phrases like 
‘nobody loves me’ and 

replies with several stock 
responses. 

!
Identifies self as a bot.

Author: @molly0x57



@hugstotherescue
Hug Bot

RTs tweets containing hug, 
also responds to tweets 

asking for hugs. 
!

Named as a bot.

Author: @SachaWheeler



@accidental575
Accidental Haiku

Searches, reformats and 
republishes tweets which fall 

into the haiku poetic form.

Author: @eusonic (?)



@anagramatron
ANAGRAMATRON

Searches for pairs tweets 
which are anagrams of 

one another, and retweets 
them together.

Author: @cmyr



@pentametron
Pentametron

Searches and retweets 
tweets which are in 

iambic form.

Author: @ranjit



Why follow 
@pentametron?



Bot Aesthetics - Order And Disorder



Twitter is digital chaos…



…bots sort and caretake for us



@StealthMountain
Stealth Mountain

Searches and replies to 
tweets containing ‘sneak 
peak’ and reminds them 
it’s spelled ‘sneak peek’.

Author: ???





Interactives



@wikisext
how 2 sext

Generates spoof ‘sexting’ 
tweets using mashups from 

Wikihow. 
!

Responds to replies…

Author: @thricedotted







BONUS TWITTERBOT TIP
Pick your battles



“Roz has squeezed more 
fruit than Tropicana.”



@DistractedGenie
Distracted Genie

Searches for “I wish I 
had…” and then tweets out 
mishearings of the phrase. 

!
Doesn’t @-include the 

original recipient.

Author: @tinysubversions



@oliviataters
olivia taters

Attempts to mimic a 
teenager tweeting. 

Responds to tweets and 
proactively tweets to 

followers.

Author: @robdubbin



algopop.tumblr.com



Why follow 
@oliviataters?



Bot Aesthetics - The Mirror



The dream of talking to 
an ‘intelligent machine’ 
is not a new one - but 
it’s becoming easier to 

find systems that let 
anyone do this, at any 
time, on any device. 



Imagebots



@badpng
badpng bot

Takes images through @-
replies and re-encodes 

them as PNGs in a glitchy 
style. 

Author: @thricedotted



@cgagraphics
cga.graphics

Takes images in @-replies 
and recolours them in a 

CGA graphics style.

Author: @????



@imgblur
Img Blur

Takes images (and picks 
some itself) to blur using a 

variety of techniques.

Author: @????



@imgconvos
❤ image bot convos ❤

When tweeted at with a 
link to a Twitter 

conversation between 
imagebots, posts a GIF of 

the conversation.

Author: @thricedotted





Feats



@AutoVids
Auto Vids

Scrapes Vines (short 6-
second videos) with common 

tags into a YouTube video 
with overlaid music.

Author: @tinysubversions







@reverseocr
Reverse OCR

Chooses a random word. 
Randomly draws lines until 
an OCR system matches it 

with the word, then posts the 
result.

Author: @tinysubversions



SWIMMER

? W M E r? ?



@PlayLightsOut
Lights Out!

Co-ordinates small games of 
Lights Out! with people who 
tweet at it. Records ongoing 
games and prints the board 

state.

Author: @_ARP



@AutoCharts
Auto Charts

Tweets generated flowcharts 
and Venn diagrams. 

Flowcharts are based off of 
text mined in other tweets 

(questions/responses).

Author: @tinysubversions





@wirescenes
Scenes From The Wire

Extracts short sequences 
from episodes of The Wire, 
with subtitles, then converts 

them into GIFs and posts 
them.

Author: @tinysubversions





@ChessBotWhite

Chess Bot White/Chess Bot Black

@ChessBotBlack
Author: @amarriner



Mashups



@KimKierkegaard
Kim Kierkegaardashian

Pairs tweets from Kim 
Kardashain with quotes from 

the philosophy of Søren 
Kierkegaard.  

!
Not a bot.



@LatourSwag
Latour Swag

Mashes up Bruno Latour 
quotes with #swag-tagged 

tweets, in the style of an 
automated 

@KimKierkegaardashian.

Author: @tinysubversions



@TwoHeadlines
Two Headlines

Takes news headlines and 
replaces people, 

organisations and locations 
with ones selected from 

other headlines.

Author: @tinysubversions



@RealHumanPraise
Real Human Praise

Finds positive-sentiment 
phrases from film reviews, 

supplements actor and show 
names with Fox News show 

and reporter names.

Author: @robdubbin (I think)



Bot-on-Bot



@RedScareBot
Robot J. McCarthy

Searches for communism-
related trigger words, 

quotes and responds with 
an anti-communist 

phrase.

Author: ???



@RedScarePot
Red Scare Honeypot

Tweets phrases 
specifically designed to 
bait out responses from 

@RedScareBot.

Author: @tinysubversions



@MuseumBot
Museum Bot

Tweets images from the 
Museum of Modern Art 

online database, along with 
the piece’s title.

Author: @tinysubversions



@AppreciationBot
Appreciation Bot

Replies to tweets by 
@MuseumBot with quasi-

thoughtful comments. 
Powered by Metaphor 

Magnet and ConceptNet.

Author: @mtrc



Statements



“On 18 July, someone in the 
Russian government edited 

Wikipedia… pointing the 
finger at the Ukrainian 

military for the [Malaysia 
Airlines] accident. How do 
we know this? A Twitter 

bot caught him in the act.”



@parliamentedits
Parliament WikiEdits

Monitors anonymous 
Wikipedia edits for IP 

Addresses originating in the 
House of Parliament and 
tweets the edit details.

Author: @tomscott



@NSA_PRISMbot
NSA PRISM

“An experiment in 
speculative surveillance.” 

!
Tweets imagined 

observations made by the 
NSA as a reminder of state 

surveillance.

Author: ????



@NRA_Tally
NRA Tally

Tweets imagined shootings 
happening throughout the 
USA, and imagined NRA 
responses, as a political 

statement.

Author: ????



Why follow 
@NRA_Tally?



Bot Aesthetics - Memento



Meat



@GooglePoetics
Google Poetics

Posts pictures of Google 
Autocompletes that appear 
poetic or lyrical in nature. 

Curated and run by a 
person. 

Author: @SampsaNuotio





@Horse_ebooks
Horse ebooks

Originally a Markov 
generator run on ebooks 
about horses, it was later 

taken over by two artists who 
tweeted attempting to mimic 
a bot’s unintentional poetry.

Author: …. ;)



When people discovered 
the ‘bot’ was actually 

written by humans, the 
response was a mix of 
anger and disbelief.



…and breathe 
out.



Laws

http://tinysubversions.com/2013/03/basic-twitter-bot-etiquette/



1. Don’t @mention 
people who 

haven’t opted in.



“@RedScareBot is an asshole”





@NeedADebitCard
Debit Card

“Please quit posting pictures 
of your debit cards, people.” 

!
Searches for photographs 

and text relating to credit or 
debit cards, and retweets to 

17,000 followers.





2. Don’t follow 
people who 

haven’t opted in.



3. Don’t use a 
pre-existing 

hashtag.





4. Don’t go 
over your rate 

limits



5. Twitter is 
not your 
friend.





Rules can be 
broken…



@yourevalued
❤

Searches for phrases like 
‘nobody loves me’ and 

replies with several stock 
responses. 

!
Identifies self as a bot.



@PlaygroundGate
PlaygroundGate

Bot designed to parodise the 
#GamerGate hashtag by 

replacing the word ‘gamer’ 
with playground/childrens 

games names.



SPOILERS 
FOR !

TWIN PEAKS





…but try to 
‘punch up’.



“There is a general rule for 
comedy and art: always 
punch up, never punch 
down. We let comedians 

and artists and 
miscellaneous jesters do 

outrageous things as long 
as they obey this rule.”

— Leonard Richardson
(creator of BeautifulSoup)



In particular, 
remember who 

you are.



“You're already looking for 
loopholes in this rule. 

That's okay. Hackers and 
comedians and artists are 

always attracted to the 
grey areas. But your bot 
is an extension of your 
will, and if you're a white 
guy like me, most of the 

grey areas are not grey in 
your favor.”

— Leonard Richardson



@JustYouThen
Just You Then

Bot that searches for tweets 
containing ‘RT if…’ with no 

retweets. Quotes and replies 
“Just you then.”



A Brief Future



Bot 2.0



Lots of bots focus on quantity over 
quality (to some degree)

There’s an element of serendipity to 
following bots and discovering tweets.



For (some) Twitterbots, the volume of 
tweets and scarcity of truly surprising 

and great tweets are aesthetics.



Even if you know it’s 
going to happen.



@metaphorminute
Metaphor-a-Minute!

Tweets a random metaphor 
every two minutes, of the 
form “an X is a Y: P, Q”.

Author: @tinysubversions



For Computational Creativity, the 
ratio of good tweets to all tweets 

is more important.

We call this ratio the  
curation coefficient



@metaphormagnet
MetaphorIsMyBusiness

Tweets about metaphoric 
relationships derived from 

Metaphor Magnet via several 
custom filters and templates.

Author: Tony Veale



Metaphor Magnet 
does not play dice.

Metaphor Magnet uses intelligent 
databases of source material, and tries 
to curate itself to find good metaphors.



Both approaches are okay!
(But this week is mostly about the latter)



How can we build bots 
that curate themselves?



Could you write a curator 
companion to your 

favourite bot?



Bill Gates fired as 
head coach of NY 

Red Bulls



Standing On The 
Output Of Giants



Bots (tend to) exist in isolation



Building bot 
‘companions’ to 

existing bots gives 
you readymade 

inspiration!

It also begins to build 
up creative networks 
- bots as input and 
output channels, 

curators and critics. 



Plus, it’s nice!
(#botALLY)



@ThreeCourseMeal @GreatBottishBakeOff
Judges meals for their balance  
of flavours, gives scores and  

sarcastic/witty criticism.

@HouseBotdeaux
Suggests wines to go with particular 

meals, (perhaps with amusing  
descriptions of their flavour).

@LesBotsHeureux
Generates fancy names for each  
course, with appropriately fancy 

descriptions of the dishes.

“Someone should make a bot…”



Build a network with 
people in this room!



Black Box Bots



Consider building bots which are functional

Bots which give 
regularly-formatted 

output, or take special 
kinds of input, can be 

used by anyone!

This encourages other 
botmakers to join in 
with the building of 

creative bot 
communities!



Consider building bots which are functional

@-messages become 
requests from a 
particular user.

Accept #hashtags as a 
way of setting options or 
parameters for the bot.

Bots can still be 
independent and take 
requests - but watch 

your rate limits.



Building A 
Better Bot



1. Lock your bot down

https://github.com/dariusk/wordfilter



2. Sign your work



3. Plan for the long term

(Especially if you’re lazy like me) >_>



4. Open Source (if you want)



Thanks!

@mtrc
mike@gamesbyangelina.org


